Check ONE to cast your vote for best soup on campus! Submit your ballot at any participating location or the Cohon Center information Desk.

**Au Bon Pain - Cohon Center**
- Harvest Pumpkin - vegetarian
- 12 Veggie - vegan
- Turkey Chili

**Chartwells @ The Cohon Center Marketplace**
- Coconut Curried Chicken

**Chartwells @ Resnik Servery**
- Cream of Sweet Corn and Leek - vegan

**The Exchange - Posner Hall**
- Sausage Minestrone

**iNoodle - Newell Simon Atrium**
- Soul Ramen with Tonkatsu Broth

**AVI Pure @ Rohr Commons - Tepper Building**
- Thai Chicken Soup

**The Underground - Morewood Gardens**
- Mexican Quinoa Soup - vegan

Visit our social sites to find out who wins!

![CMUdining](https://www.cmudining.com)
![LifeatCMU](https://www.lifeatcmu.com)
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